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I'd intended to do this song closer to SONIC CD's original re-release on XBLA/PSN but I
completely forgot to write something about it. Then all of a sudden the controversy over 'which
region got the better soundtrack' started between us on OLR, and our preshow act The Bobby
Blackwolf Show
. Sadly I'm only really familliar with the tracks from the US version of the game, so hence why
I'm featuring the opening track from that region.

So hit the jump to read the rest of the article (and scope out the included video!!)

Honestly it takes me back to the mid 90s, when I actually owned a SEGA CD and a copy of this
game (defintely one of the gems if you ever happen to locate a SEGA CD/genesis lot on ebay
you should defintely scoop it up if this game is in the lot)
I remember seeing it for the first
time if you left the game sitting at the title screen long enough, it would fade out and the
animated intro would play!

But where do I stand on the US vs. JP debacle? I honestly haven't heard enough of the JP
version soundtrack to judge fairly between the two. So I'm not going to swear alliegance to
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'Team US' or 'Team JP' in this one. They're both great soundtracks, so pick whichever one
works for you on the XBL/PSN version and just go with it. Personally I only like 'Sonic Boom'
just a little bit more than 'Toot Toot Sonic Warrior' , but that's just my opinion.

Don't forget no WonderCon coverage this year... but I still have something planned for next
month, so stay tuned to the site for further details on that!
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